
Our purpose is to address the structural and cultural

barriers to inclusion afflicting the DOC in an effort to make

the Outing Club welcoming and accessible to all. We will

pursue this goal by providing resources and training to

educate our community and by making policy changes that

draw heavily on student feedback in order to reform the

DOC’s culture and elevate marginalized voices.
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In our efforts to improve the DOC, we’ve turned to the community for input. This week we had the

opportunity to chat with Olivia Goodwin '21. When they’re not busy with coursework or competing as a

pole-vaulter for the Dartmouth track and field team, Olivia participates in the Mountain Biking Subclub.

Olivia also acted as a Trip Leader for the class of ’22 and an Orientation Peer Leader for the class of ’24.

Olivia reflected on these experiences by noting the value they found in applying training regarding

intersectionality and diversity to lead productive discussions in the Trips setting. Olivia also mentioned

using their personal identity as a means to provide others with a sense of familiarity and recognition in

an otherwise foreign social environment. Lastly, Olivia raised the issue of physical limitations or a lack

of experience as possible barriers to inclusion in the DOC. 

If you’re interested in sharing your thoughts with DIJE about how you think we can increase the

diversity and accessibility of the DOC, feel free to reach out to Kamren.J.Khan.23@Dartmouth.edu.
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Student Feature

Events
Diversifying the Outdoors

with Mirna Valerio

Register here to join us on
Thursday, October 15th

 at 8 PM 

https://www.mobilize.us/nextgennh/event/342019/
https://www.mobilize.us/nextgennh/event/342019/
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OUTDOOR
MEDIA

"We're Here, You Just Don't See Us" 
by Latria Graham  

Code Switch Podcast, Episode 2:
Being 'Outdoorsy' When You're

Black Or Brown

Untokening Mobility: Beyond
Pavement, Paint and Place

Protecting Public Lands, Together:
An Interview with Len Necefer of

NativeOutdoors

https://www.outsideonline.com/2296351/were-here-you-just-dont-see-us
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2016/06/08/480932447/the-code-switch-podcast-episode-2-made-for-you-and-me
http://www.untokening.org/updates/2018/1/27/untokening-mobility-beyond-pavement-paint-and-place
https://medium.com/@georgieabel/protecting-public-lands-together-an-interview-with-len-necefer-of-nativeoutdoors-a9bad7176167

